I. INTRODUCTION
The stowing-in distribution of fast test particles released in a plasms background is important in thermonuclear applications. Energetic particles are produced in plasma by thermonuclear react inns or are externally injected as in fusion devices using neutral beam heating and in two-component plasma devim.
1 " 3 Evaluation of the heat deposition or thermonuclear bum rates of particles requires characterizing their velocity distribution. Although some effort has be n devoted to study the behavior of fast test particles in plasmas, functional determination «f the sbwmg-in distribution has not yet bfen examined.
In this report we evaluate the time-independent energy distribution of fast test particles released in an infinite plasma background. Results are valid for plasma confinement times larger than the slowingdown* and the thermaiiziilion times 5 of the test particles in the plasma. The analyses are carried out using H«lf zmann-typc calculations for the quantummechanical and the classical limits in the slowingdown energy range, where the energy of the test partides is larger than the kinetic energy of Che plasma particles. In this case the velocity of the test particle is larger than the thermal velocity of any plasma ion of comparable mass, although the thermal velocity of the plasma electrons can be larger than the velocity of the test particle.
The background plasma components are assumed to have a Maxwellian velocity distribution. This assumption is true unless the plasma particles are being injected at high energies and the particle lifetime is short. Nevertheless, the assumption is still useful if the slowing-in component of the distribution is small compared with the thermal distribution part.
In Sec. II the balance equations are set up in their general form with the definitions of the probability functions involved. The quantum mechanical analysis is then carried out in Sec. III. The energy transfer probabilities are determined using the elastic scattering cross section, which has been evaluated using the first Bom approximation. The behavior of the energy transfer probability as function of the after-encounter energy is used to develop a scattering model in which large angle scattering events are excluded. The transport equation is then solved for the slowing-in distribution by using the energy transfer probabilities of test particle scattering caused by plasma particles with thermal velocities smaller than the test particle velocity. The effect of the electrons that are thermally moving faster than the test particles is considered, and the corresponding slowing-in energy distribution is obtained. In Sec. IV the classical results are evaluated using the Rutherford cross section excluding .small angle scattering events.
Because the quantum mechanical solutions involve neglecting large angle scattering events, whereas the classical solutions include only these events, we examine in Sec. V the possibility of extending the range of applicability of the results in the classical and quantum mechanical regimes. In Sec. VI the slowing-in distribution is then combined with the thermal distribution of the test particles and the average energy and normalization factors are determined. The main results are summarized in Sec. VII. Using availabie expressions of the stopping power derived from the Fokker-Planck equations, we compare the slowing-in distribution with that obtained here. Recommendations for further work are given in Sec. VHI.
II. GENERAL FORMULATION
Let us define the encounter density in the slowingdown range ^,(Ej,T,) as the rate of encounters per unit volume per unit energy between test particles of species j and plasma particles of type v. If the cross section for nonelastic scattering between the test particles and the plasma background is negligible compared with the elastic scattering cross section, the total encounter density of the test particles •j(Ej) in an /-component plasma is vv where -»(E, ,T,) is the macroscopic cross section for elastic scattering between test particles of species j at energy Ej and plasma particles of species v at kinetic temperature T,, nj(Ej) is the number density of particles of species j per unit energy between energy Ej and Ej + dEj, and \fj(Ej) is the velocity of species j in the laboratory system of coordinates. For a multicomponent plasma, the density of encounters per nit energy between the test particles and the plasma particles of species c can be expressed in terms of the total encounter density using the definition of Eq. (1); that is.
vvv-wvyv/w (2) where i'sT is the total elastic scattering crosa section.
(3)
Expressions for elastic scattering cross sections have been derived for a wide range of test particle energies and kinetic temperatures of plasma particles. 5 -6 The space-and time-independent transport equation for test particles in an infinite medium can be written in terms of encounter densities as
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where the energy transfer probability HE'j-E,, TJ is the probability that the energy of a fast test particle of species j changes from E', to E, after an elastic scattering event with a plasma particle of species v at kinetic temperature T,. The lowest energy at which a particle of species j at energy E, can emerge after an encounter is a^Ej. The after-encounter energy can be obtained from the kinematics of collision and is given by 
, and Here m,..mj, and m e are the masses o f • article of species c, a particle of species j, and electron, respectively; <>,,• and 0 lr are the deflection angles from an encounter between a particle of species j with a particle of species » and with an electron, respectively: T e is the electron temperature; and v 1 ,, and vj are the thermal velocities of a particle of species v and an electron, respectively; that is, v 1 ,. = v / 2kT 1 ./m 1 . and vj = \/2kT t ./m e Here T,. is the kinetic temperature of a plasma particle of species v. Equation (5) is valid for plasmas with relatively cold electrons for which <h > v* 0 and v^ > v*,, where Cl is the thermal velocity of a plasma ion of species i. However, if the plasma electrons are of relatively higher hut still modest kinetic temperature such that v*f < vl, Eq. (fi) applies to energy change due to encounters with the electrons and Eq. (5) applies for scattering by plasma ions as long as v^ > v^. Equation (6) is based on the fact that only elastic scattering between fast ions of species j and the faster electrons result in small angles of deflection. The condition Ej > kT,. and E, > kT e applies for Eqs. (5) and (6) . The value of«,,. is given by the ratio of the energy after a head-on collision and the initial energy of the particle of species j. For encounters with fast electrons the value of a,,, is given by the ratio between the energy corresponding to 0 ie = 1 and that corresponding to 0 ie = 0. Thus, from Eqs. (5) and (6) The source term Sj(Ej) in Eq. (4) represents the number of test particles of species j that are released per unit time at an energy Ej into a plasma. The functional dependence of the source term on Ej is determined by the extent of the spread in initial energy of the test particles and by their origin, that is. whether they are being produced by fusion reactions in the plasma or being externally injected. In many cases of practical interest the source may be represented by a delta function centered about the initial energy Ej o . that is.
-
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where Sj,,. the source strength, is the rate of release of particles of species j in a unit plasma volume per unit energy. Gaussian distributions also are used for source distributions. If the test particles are externally injected the source strength as well as the initial energy Ej,, is to be specified from the injected beam parameters. In the case of reaction test particles j, that is, test particles produced by fusion reactions within the plasma, Ej« is obtained from the reaction kinematics without considering the kinetic energies of the reacting particles. If the reaction test particles are produced by fusion reactions between ions of species /z' the source strength is
where n* and iv are the number density of plasma ions M and /*'. respectively; 5 M(1 « is the Kronecker delta; and <<rv> (1M( j ) is the reactivity of fusion events resulting in the release of particles of species j; that is, the product of the fusion cross section times the relative velocity averaged over the two distributions of the reacting ion species 11 and n' for reactions leading to the production of particles of species j. The source strength can also be estimated as that required to balance losses from the distributions according to the continuity equation. Thus, for fussile ions of species j. To solve Eq. (4) and obtain the encounter densitŷ j(Ej), the energy transfer probability F(E'j -Ej ,Tp) for each of the plasma species must be specified. Thus, let us consider a quasineutral plasma that consists of several ion species. The probability that a test particle of species j at an energy Ej emerges after an encounter with a plasma particle of species v at a kinetic temperature T, with an energy between Ej and Ej + dEj is equal to the probability of the teat particle scattering into an angle between b v and 0> + dflj, after an encounter with the same plasma particle, that is, and Eq. (6) can then be used directly to eliminate the dependence on the aagle of deflecton from the right-hand aide of Eq. (13).
The total probability of changing the energy of the test particle from an energy Ej to any energy E', in the range nrj, E, £ E, £ E, after an encounter with a plasma particle of species v is unity and is equal to the probability of scattering the test particle in any angle 9 )r in the range 0 after an encounter.
)
The same equality follows for an encounter by electrons of vj > vj leading to an angle of deflection in the range0 £0 >e £l.
To obtain an asymptotic solution for Eq. (4) at energies E, <E,,, we may define the slowing-down density T, as the number of test particles of species j slowing down past an energy Ej per unit volume per unit time; that is. (14) where G,(E;.E,;T 4 .) is the probability that a test particle at an energy Ej>Ej emerges after an encounter with a plasma particle of species v with an energy between «,, Ej and Ej; that is,
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In a nonabsorbing plasma background and absence of particle leakage;
The relations given above and the related discussion are applicable in both the quantum-mechanical and classical limits. However, the expressions that relate the scattering cross sections to the parameters of the plasma and the test particles differ. The quantum-mechanical cross sections are used when where M is the reduced mass of a pair of particles of species v and j, and n, is the number density of particles of species v. Actually, the total elastic scattering cross section given by Eq. (19) where Z, and Z s are the change numbers for particles of species v and j, respectively. On the other hand, classical cross sections are used when the larger-than signs in Eqs. (17) and (18) are replaced by smallerthan signs. In general, the total cross section is evaluated classically and quantum-mechanically, and the smaller of the two values is used.
III. QUANTUM-MECHANICAL SLOWING-IN DISTRIBUTION
When the velocity of the test particles is large enough to satisfy Eq. (17) and at the same time v^, > vT, where v refers to both plasma ions and electrons, the total elastic scattering cross section is given in cgs units by 4 co . 6 o < e Je < l. 
A. The Scattering Model
Consider the energy transfer probability function given by Eq. (22). This has a maximum corresponding to no energy transfer, that is, when the test particle emerges from one encounter with the preencounter energy Ej. In this case, rQ(Ej -Ej.T,) = l/&%. The probability function then decreases very slowly as the after-encounter energy decreases to an energy E'j = Ej -&%, that is, r^Ej-Ej-A^.T") = V4AV The energy range (Ej.Ej-A^J corresponds to distant encounters, which are the most probable events, and the energy transfer probability in this range may be considered as indeper.Jent of both Ej and E'j. For afterencounter energies below E'j = Ej-A^,,, the energy transfer probability rapidly drops as A^,/(E,-Ej) 2 until it reaches a minimum at an after-encounter energy E] = «j,.Ej corresponding to head-on collision, which is least likely because For in; = m, it follows that a;, = 0, and r^(Ej-0) assumes a lower value than that obtained for m j*m,. using the same plasma parameters. In the case of scattering by plasma electrons with a velocity v£ < VJ\ Eq. (23) shows that S%> A% where i refers to ions of species i and Eq. (8a) gives the range (Ej.Ej-A^,,) for scattering by plasma electrons or ions.
If we neglect contributions from close encounters the results of Eq. (22) may be approximated to,
0, otherwise
Although the probability that the test particle acquires an energy E'j < Ej-A%, after an encounter is assumed to be zero, the total probability of energy transfer leading to an after-encounter energy between Ej-A^ and Ej is approximately equal to unity as is the value of the integral over Ej of Eq. (22) in the range of aj.Ej <EJ <Ej.
By the same argument the energy transfer probability of Eq. (28) for \Jj < v£ can be approximated to 0, OthfTViK.
(31)
This approximation is tantamount to neglecting scattering events leading to large scattering angles, which is expected to be the case for ion-slectron encounters in the range Consequently V 1 which is of higher value compared with scattering by encounters with plasma ions; however, for relatively large values of Ej the slowing-down energy transfer probability function behaves in the same manner as in the case of mj = m,, and hence this function has a relatively lower value in the close-encounter domain, that is, in the range (Ej-A^,,,a,jEj), than its value in The total probability of energy transfer leading to any after-encounter energy E'j between Ej-A^e(Ej) and Ej after a single encounter is unity, and hence the approximate energy transfer probability of Eq. (31) is normalized as is the probability given by Eq. (28).
The above scattering model is consistent with an approach developed by Lane and Everhart 7 for calculating the total elastic scattering cross section and was used by Husseiny and Sabri J in evaluating the scattering kernel in the thermalization range. In such an approach the Rutherford cross section is used for the scattering angles in the range 0% o~ 0j. > 7r, and the Born approximation formula of Eq. because the ratio of the cross sections is independent of Ej. The total cross section can be obtained from Eq. (19) using Eq. (3); that is,
B. Slow Plasma Ions and Electrons
For encounters of a test particle of species j and plasma particles of thermal velocities less than v^, the energy transfer probability is given by Eq. 
The slowing-in distribution can be explicitly obtained from Eq. (40) using Eqs. (2) 
C. Slow Plasma Ions and Fast Electrons
In case of $ < v*j <v£, the probability of energy transfer to electrons differs from the probability of energy transfer to plasma ions, assuming the inequalities of Eqs. (17) and (18) which has a solution of the form given by Eq. (.36). The probability that an encounter with a plasma ion leads to a chp"<»e in the energy of the test particle from E] to an after-encounter energy between Ej -S% and Ej is Gj(Ej,Ej,Ti) =* 1. Similarly, a particle at energy Ej emerges after an encounter with a plasma electron at an energy between E'jA^e(Ej) and Ej with a probability Gj(E'j, Ej;T e ) = 1. Consequently, the slowing-down density is where the quasi-neutrality condition is used to eliminate the electron number density. 
IV. CLASSICAL SLOWING-IN DISTRIBU-TION
The classical cross sections must be used in calculating the encounter density if scattering events leading to deflection angles smaller than an angle below which diffraction takes place are neglected. This is in contrast to the scattering model developed in Sec. III.A for the quantummechanical case wherein only small angle scattering events are included.
A. Slow Plasma Particles
In the classical limit the angular differential elastic scattering cross section is given by the Rutherford cross section; namely ri V (61) in the case of vf > vT, where a minimum cutoff angle of deflection 0> o is used to avoid the divergence in calculating the total cross section. Thus, encounters leading to angles of deflection less than 8 j TO are neglected. This corresponds to neglecting encounters at impact parameters larger than the screening radius AD, . The value of 0 The classical cross section of elastic scattering between a test particle of species j and plasma particles of species v is e jv0 "
This cutoff angle corresponds to a maximum afterencounter energy Ej, mBX , which can be obtained from Eq. (5); that is,
where C is assigned to parameters evaluated classically. The cross section given in Eq. (60) is independent of the test particles parameters, and hence it applies for the case v^j > v, as well as for v< v£. This cross section is equivalent to that obtained for elastic scattering between a neutral particle and a hard, uncharged sphere of radius AD*. Thus, the classical scattering model excludes impact parameters larger than AD,, and consequently, approximately satisfies Eq. (69), where C is a constant to be determined from the slow'ng-down density as given by Eqs. (14) and (16). The probability that a test particle at an initial energy Ej > Ej is scattered to an energy between ajvE'j and Ej in an encounter G, (E/.Ej ,T V ) is obtained by substituting Eq. (65) into Eq. (15) and integrating over the energy range of interest. Thus
V^VV-i'S'
Here, the density of encounters by plasma particles v is related to the total encounter density by the relation given in Eq. (2), which can be written explicitly by using Eqs. (3) and (60) and hence the slowing-down density is obtained by substituting Eqs. (70) and (71) into Eq. (14) and adjusting the limits of integration; that is.
(72)
Carrying out the integral, using Eq. (16), and evaluating the value of the constant C, we can obtain the slowing-in distribution from Eq. (70); that is, By substituting Eqs. (64) and (67) the total encounter density is explicitly given by
where
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The distribution of Eq. (73) that is, the sic wing-in distribution is primarily established by encounters with plasma electrons.
(79)
B. Effects of Fast Plasma Electron!
For plasma electrons with a thermal velocity v£ that satisfies the condition given by Eq. (54), classical cross sections must be used in the derivation of the scattering kernel. If vj < v? the angular differential cross section is obtained from the Rutherford formula by setting the relative velocity v r at vj; that is, where scattering of particles of species j by electrons is assumed to result only in small angles of scattering above the cutoff angle. Here, the classical cutoff angle is given by (77) and atje is given by Eq. (8b). In deriving Eq. (78) the approximation a jt & 1 is used to simplify the denominator. The use of a cutoff angle below which the scattering cross section vanishes has excluded the possibility of zero angle of deflection, and consequently, the maximum energy with which the test particle emerges after an encounter v> ; h an electron is Ej -A^e(Ej), which corresponds to a inflection by an angle 0%,.
Because in the slowing-down energy range v 1 ] > vT, when the masses of the test particle and the (76) plasma ion are comparable, the energy transfer probability of Eq. (65) can be used to derive the density of encounters by plasma ions if v'j satisfies the condition given by Eq. (58). Substituting Eqs. (58) and (78) into Eq. (4), the total encounter density at energies Ej < Ejo becomes
The classical elastic scattering cross section is the same for v*; < v£ and is given by Eq. (60). Consequently, the energy transfer probability can be obtained by substituting Eqa. (60) and (76) into Eq. (13) and eliminating the angular dependence by using Eq. (6). Thus, where 2 §r is given by Eq. (68) and the summation in the second term is only over plasma ions. The solution given by Eq. (70) satisfies Eq. (80) with a constant C that can be determined from the slowingdown density. Evaluation of the probability function Gj (Ej ,Kj ;T e ) of Eq. (15) for electrons using Eq. (78) gives
The corresponding function for ions of species i is given by Eq. (71). By separating the term representing contributions from electrons in Eq. (14) which varies as 1/Ej as in the quanturr-mechanical case.
V. GENERAL FORM OF THE SLOWING-IN DISTRIBUTION
Equations (41) and (73) give the number density of test particles at energies between Ej and Ej + dEj within the slowing-down range calculated quantummechanically and classically, respectively, for \fy > v£. The two equations are the same except for the factor (a A^,(Ej), which appears in the denominator of Eq. (73). Similarly, Eqs. (52) and (83) give the same result except for the logarithmic f-jnctions /h A^e and Ai A c ,i(Ej) for the slowing-in distribution of test particles of species j quantummechanically and classically, respectively, for v^< \fy < v£. The logarithmic functions appear as a result of using the cutoff angles. In addition, the quantum-mechanical results of Eqs. (41) (52) shows that they remain unchanged in the limit h -0 and hence are valid for classical scattering as well as quantummechanical. Thus, equations similar to those given by Eqs. (90) and (91) may be derived, and the results are essentially the sum of Eqs. (42) and (75) for v? > v£ and the sum of Eqs. (52) and (83) in the range tf < ^ < v£. Therefore, Eqs. (90) and (91) can be used for classical cases by choosing the classical arguments of the logarithmic functions. However, because the terms containing the logarithmic functions are small compared with the other terms, they can be neglected. As we have pointed out previously the logarithmic function in the term including contributions from electron scattering in Eq. (91) may have a quantum-mechanical or classical argument independent of the logarithmic function occurring in the terms related to the plasma ions.
where A%(Ej) is given by Eq. (88). Contributions from scattering by plasma ions are neglected as indicated in reducing Eq. (41) to Eq. (42). Equation (90) can be obtained directly by using the energy transfer probability derived from the Born formula in the range 0 £ 9^ < 8% o and that obtained from the Rutherford formula in the range 8% a < 0 iv <ir. Scattering probabilities have been derived by Husseiny and Forsen 4 using this technique.
VI. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION INCLUDING SLOWING-IN COMPONENT
Charged test ions released in plasmas whether by thermonuclear reaction or by energetic injections, generally appear at energies substantially higher than the Maxwellian energies. Collisions with other plasma particles then slow the test ions until those which survive the slowing-in process become thermalized. In ordinary matter the slowing-in component of the test particle flux is very small, but in plasmas the slowing-in component can be much larger. The contributions from small angle scattering events to the slowing-in distribution of Eq. (42) can be used for situations in which v^ > v£, where v refers to plasma ions and electrons. On the other hand, if v\ < ilj < v£ and if the condition given by Eq. (56) is applicable, the slowing-in component for the test particles is given by Eq. (57). Equations (42) and (57) have the same dependence on E, and both are valid classically and quantum-mechanically. Thus, the number of test ions of species j with energies in the interval Ej to Ej + dEj within the slowing-down range is where Tj is the kinetic temperature of the test particles calculated from the contracted second moment of a Gaussian velocity dislribution.
For convenience we express the test ion distribution in normalized form; that is, and **< .
(96)
where MTJ(EJ) is a Maxwellian at a shifted kinetic temperature T/ given by kT . . \l f -^!i /£5/2. £5/2.1 L > where the constant a, is defined as
In principle, one can compute the source strength of the test ions from Eq. (11) using data from a previous iterate, then compute a slowing-in distribution for this iterate from Eq. (92), join this slowing-in distribution smoothly to the Maxwellian, and thus obtain an ion distribution of the form (94) where N, is the number density of the test particles averaged over their total energy distribution, ME,) is a smoothing function varying over the joining interval, and MT(EJ) is the Maxwellian diatributton in energy; that is.
(95) (98)
and K, is the average energy over the total distribution including the slowing-in component. The expression given by Eq. (94) is properly normalized when the slowing-in component is assumed to act only over the interval (Ej.Ej^as in Eq. (96). A proper choice of the upper limit is Ej=* E h , t which is equivalent to neglecting the oscillations near the source energy on the slowing-in distribution. In the case of charged particle scattering, several encounters take place betwee i the test ions and electrons before the energy of the ions changes to values significantly below Ej,,. Consequently, the oscillations in the ion density are expected to be damped in the vicinity of Ejo after the first few encounters, and hence the asymptotic solution of Eq. (92) may be extended to Ej * Ej,,. The lower limit can be taken as
